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Ramesh Terdal

Artist and Art Curator

Bruna Biavati

Creative Artist

Felipe Krause

Photographer

Henrique Resende

Artist and Art Educator

Ali Sajid

Watercolour Artist
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Malta

Name: Martina Rosati

Country/City: Italia

Title: Quarantine

Category: Drawing

Description: La mia opera rappresenta un personaggio di una 
serie televisiva che io amo che  Walter White in 
Breaking Bad. Ho deciso di rappresentarlo con la 
mascherina, e con intorno i vari fumi e gas, con il 
batterio del coronavirus; questo perch lui nella 
serie un chimico eccezionale e quindi ho voluto 
inserire lui in questo contesto per invogliare la 
gente a rimanere a casa 
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Name: Sara Massa

Country/City: Portugal, Azores

Title: Orpheus in Wonderland

Category: Drawing

Description: This cartoon narrates the myth of Orpheus but replacing the world and characters 
with the world of Alice in Wonderland
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Name: Clara Jane Hickey

Country/City: Ireland 

Title: Nightmare

Category: Drawing

Description: Inspired by a series of nightmares and my fear 
of clowns. Reflects my personal fears in 
isolation. 
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Name: Suchi  Shaily

Country/City: Bangladesh/Dhaka

Title: Covid19 & A doctor 

Category: Drawing

Description: This is a real life picture. It's a picture of
a doctor of China & his wife. The doctor 
bade farewell from his wife as he was going 
to treat the corona virus infected people. 
Both of them were crying as they'd know 
whether that was their last meeting or not.
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Name: Reynaldo Guimba

Country/City: Philippines

Title: Religious

Category: Drawing

Description: I'm just into portrait, inspirational, 
persons, religious, and attention 
dessimination kinds of drawings. 
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Name: Ayushmita Sarkar

Country/City: Guwahati

Title: Persistency

Category: Drawing

Description: My art is about persistency, even if the 
world is going down we should keep 
our heart strong.
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Name: Sri Ranjani.S

Country/City: India/Coimbatore

Title: Love

Category: Drawing

Description: This depicts the love between a 
couple and the tireless dedication of 
doctors during this time of corona
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Name: Serena  Passaro

Country/City: Italy/Agropoli

Title: "The suffering angel"

Category: Drawing

Description: I prefer to let the drawing speak for itself... I simply 
wanted to represent a universal feeling, 'the 
uncertainty', which well characterizes periods of 
history like this. But, despite this, behind this 
wounded angel there is also a kind of hope that we 
must never lose for any reason!
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Name: Prashant Shrestha

Country/City: Kathmandu, Nepal

Title: Patan durbar square

Category: Drawing

Description: This is one of the old palace of nepal
during malla dynasty ( 17th century).
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Name: Mia Wolfe

Country/City: United States

Title: Masking Fear

Category: Drawing

Description: This artwork is simply to show my fear and sadness at the 
moment. With the quarantine it's easy to feel alone and like 
darkness is pressing in all around. However, if we do what 
we are supposed to in staying home, maybe there’s hope. 
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Name: Kacie Parker

Country/City: Hull

Title: Covid 20

Category: Drawing

Description: My mum had sent me these to draw as 
I've copied the original artist just 
added a few bits on myself mam 
wanted them for her care gome
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Name: Jhomar Sumandal

Country/City: Philippines, Bataan

Title: The Face of Pandemic

Category: Drawing

Description: This artwork is the face of people in our country who 
suffers to this pandemic situation but its rigid, totally 
we might have these lonely eyes, lonely face, but 
our hearts is still colourful, we think positive ideas 
and make our hearts happy. 
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Name: Felven  Macion

Country/City: Ozamiz City

Title: At the Moment

Category: Drawing

Description: This art talks about the sacrifices made by our front 
liners amidst Covid 19 crisis.
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Name: S.G.Prathoshiga Sathyamoorthy

Country/City: India

Title: Hearty expression of eye 

Category: Drawing

Description: An eye expresses feelings more than the 
words
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Name: Harshit Bhalla

Country/City: Punjab/Dinanagar 

Title: Corona virus Situation 

Category: Drawing

Description: Nowadays we all know that we are suffering corona virus 
covid-19 all over world .so we have to take care of 
ourselves...if we are going out for emergencies...we have to 
wear masks..& keep social distancing. Sanitizing is nowadays 
done in every area ...For protecting us from a very Harmful 
Disease. In my Artwork I am showing a live scene of people 
in market ...some shops are closed due to lockdown and 
sanitized by a man..
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Name: Sanjay Kamilya

Country/City: Egra

Title: Quarantine

Category: Drawing

Description: If you take your quarantine seriously, it 
will be pressure to you until you enjoy 
the moment.
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Name:. S Vaishnavi
* Country:. India

Title:

Hard reality behind beauties

Roses are more attractive likewise girls are also more attractive.. 
But girls alone know how many problems they are facing each 
day, it starts from strangers to their relatives.. most of the girls 
are not sharing their problems even with their parents for the 
sake of the society.. they are suffering both physically and 
mentally.. there is a lot of thorns, pains and scars behind every 
girls... I just wish to convey this in my picture.
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Name: Samaira Sethi

Country/City: India/Delhi

Title: Unforgettable memories

Category: Drawing

Description: My parents are working but now these days of 
lockdown They use to spend much more time and 
doing crazy and funny activities with me.
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Name: Saraya Kibo

Country/City: Nigeria/Kaduna

Title: Venom

Category: Drawing

Description: I watched the movie venom on Netflix produced by Columbia 
pictures in association with marvel, directed by Ruben 
Fleischer. It stars Tom Hardy as Eddie/Brock who is venom, so I 
thought of making something creative out of it. I made half of 
it's face venom and the second half it's skull. 
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Rabeya Amreen Sneha
Country: Dhaka, Bangladesh
Title: Home Quarantine.
Category: Drawing

Due to coronavirus, the family is in home quarantine for safety and they 
are doing various staffs like gossiping, crafting, painting and reading for 
passing their leisure tim
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Name:James Lapera
Country: Philippines
Tell us a little about yourself:2nd yr. architecture student, love to draw
Social media
Title: Tlahuilli (light)
Category: Drawing

An Aztec inspire art that depicts the dragon eternalness to become a spirit to this 
time.(oblong in centre :sun and moon,)(side upper: elements of resistance water, 

fire ,earth and air)(side down: dimension and 
time) side Aztec theme
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Name: Reandrea  Ozaera

Country/City: Antipolo City, Rizal Province, Philippines

Title: A Tribute to Frontliners

Category: Drawing

Description: Medical fields workers have been tagged 
as unsung heroes. They are dealing with 
this unpredictable virus. They sacrifice 
their lives just to make the Covid-19 
patients recover from mild or severe 
symptoms. As an aspiring artist I just 
want to show my gratitude for those 
workers who exert their very efforts just 
to save lives. This artwork was made with 
the used of charcoal. 
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Name: Aleesha Zain

Country/City: Pakistan

Title: Sketch of a Girl

Category: Drawing

Description: I was bored so, I tried this sketch... 
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Name: Jewel Glyn  Poserio

Country/City: Philippines, Lucena City, Quezon Province

Title: Gratitude to our New Hero

Category: Drawing

Description: A traditional artwork that symbolizes the colourful and 
positivity of our frontlines.
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Name: Monika Baidar

Country/City: Nepal

Title: Creative Art

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: It's my hobby and it's a great 
way to utilize my time.
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Name: Iqra Tasneem
Country/City: Pakistan

Title: I can do it
Category: Drawing
Description: Well this is face sketch of my younger brother and my first 

sketch too. I made it on paper by using simple graphite pencils 
without learning and knowing how to draw. As I told you that I 
am a science student so everyone thinks that I can't do art work 
including my brother. One day he irritated me by saying that if u 
can do it then make my sketch and I did that. This sketch make 
me realize that I can do art work.
And you know what i took hours and hours by thinking that 
should I upload this or not because there are so many  people 
around the globe who are uploading their best of art pieces, 
people who are well known because of art. Don't know my 
sketch make my fun or appreciate me but I gathered encourage 
to upload this picture so that I can do in future too.
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Malta

Name: Martina Pasolli

Country/City: Italy

Title: Fight coronavirus 

Category: Drawing

Description: In the drawing there is a girl (surfer) 
who’s catching the wave. The wave in 
this picture represents the coronavirus 
(you can see it from the dots). The girl 
wears a mask for prevention from the 
virus. Surfing is one of my favourite 
sports and that’s why I decided to create 
a drawing about surfing. 
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Name: Ayushmita Sarkar

Country/City: Guwahati

Title: Hope

Category: Drawing

Description: My art tells that hope is all that keeps a 
person alive and cheerful. We should 
never loose hope, even when the entire 
world seems to be grey and dark we must 
keeps searching for the colours that pulls 
ourselves from the darkness.
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Name: khushboo Verma

Country/City: India/Bhopal

Title: Creative portrait

Category: Drawing

Description: I am showing a hope in my art
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Name: Rory Hanchett 

Country/City: United States/ Mesa 

Title: Dance Like No One is Watching 

Category: Drawing

Description: I wanted to capture the emotion of 
a dancer
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Name: Amusan  Joshua 

Country/City: Nigeria 

Title: Drawing 

Category: Drawing

Description: Asides the fact that any time I'm 
doing Art work it's gives me more joy 
than anything else. I really love it; 
half of my living hood art has taken 
much of me.
I’m going so far in this world of ART, 
I’m just getting started and I know I’ll 
definitely reach the top.
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Name: Shubham Gangan

Country/City: India/Mumbai 

Title: Indian Army 

Category: Drawing

Description: In this artwork, I tried to show the dual 
lives our soldiers and officers have to play 
....my artwork is specially dedicated to the 
Pulwama martyrs who lost their lives 
tragically for the nation ..so many brave 
soldiers lost ..they play 2 lives - one of a 
soldier and another of a family man 
...Salute to them !!!!
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Andrea  Pozdechová

Slovakia 

Drawing
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Name: Corli Bernhardt 

Country/City: South Africa

Title: Humanity Out of Place

Category: Drawing

Description: The human world and nature are nowadays seen 
as separate systems of life. Both are seen as 
destructive toward the other. But by working and 
living together in peace, they can create 
something beautiful. I created a work which 
combined the human and natural world through 
a surrealistic point of view and showed the 
beauty of it. 
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Name: Azhar  Hussain

Country/City: Bangalore, India 

Title: Freedom 

Category: Drawing

Description: I've always been fascinated by birds 
especially eagles and since I was thinking of 
getting into sketching after more than a 
decade and given the grim situation of the 
whole world and lack of freedom due to 
covid-19, i decided to sketch an eagle as it 
represents nature and freedom. 
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Name: Deeksha Sharma

Country/City: India

Title: Covid-19

Category: Drawing

Description: This work is only just a glance that we all are facing 
these days...
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Name: Nabil  Malik

Country/City: Pakistan /Karachi

Title: Good time will come 

Category: Drawing

Description: Good time will come after a 
huge problem. You should face 
and fight 
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Malta

Name: Q'inich  Figueroa

Country/City: Guatemala

Title: My hometown

Category: Drawing

Description: I sketch the drawing some years ago in one period 
of depression, it represents the isolation and the 
loneliness in the big cities, the sense that no one 
cares not even your family or anyone, and even 
though you would like to run, it is not possible, or 
chain to this society and its systems. 
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Name: Pratyasha Paul

Country/City: India/ Agartala

Title: Incredible Tripura

Category: Drawing

Description: This drawing consists of 3 beautiful tourist spot 
in Tripura knownly Nirmahal, Unakoti, 
Tripureswari Mata temple . Also our state fruit 
Pineapple garden shown in the left side of the 
drawing. Please visit Tripura after ending of 
pandemic Covid 19.
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Name: Fatima  Ahmed

Country/City: Pakistan/Karachi

Title: The Righteous Path

Category: Drawing

Description: The story behind this artwork is the portrait I capture in my 
mind when I have been to Saudi Arabia for Umrah pilgrimage . 
Makkah and especially in Madinah city I feel so peaceful and full 
of emotions. The date palm tree and the mountains depicts the 
land of Madinah, Saudi Arabia. In that city there is a Mosque of 
our beloved Prophet (PBUH). The straight path or road in my 
drawing, is the wish that Allah(SWT) guides as all to righteous 
path. AMEEN. 
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Name: Malaika Ijaz
Country/City: Pakistan
Title: shading
Category: Drawing

Description: Since my childhood I used to do many creative things related to art, I rushed 
towards completions of art whenever I come to know about them. I got 
rejected many times but I didn't lose hope. I practiced more every time. As 
blending plays an important role in drawing and sketching so, my this portrait 
is all about shading and smooth blending that makes a picture look 
attractive. This type of portraits can't be completed in just a single stoke you 
have to do it step by step with patience. I belong to a poor family and I'm not 
supplied all the things. I used a simple paper and my finger and tissue for 
blending. As I didn't have thick paper and blending stump.
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Name: Maitreyee Mukherjee

Country/City: India

Title: Green eye

Category: Drawing

Description: Art is all about imagination. Green 
eye with tears express a hidden 
sorrow.. 
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Name: Jennifer Jankowski
Country/City: Hamilton, Ontario (Canada)

Title: A Clown Once Again
Category: Drawing
Description: Social media has taken the term "clown" and given it a whole new 

meaning. On social media, being referred to as a clown means that 
you are a fool. I find myself making the same mistake over and over 
again but each time expecting something to change. I keep setting 
myself up for failure expecting that person to change. This left me 
feeling stupid, rejected and hopeless. Why do I keep falling for the 
same thing over and over again? I wanted to tell someone how I felt 
but I couldn't find the words to describe it. It wasn't until after I 
created "A Clown Once Again" that I was able to find the words. 
Creating this artwork helped me to connect my thoughts and feelings 
to a term that other people would understand. It helped me to 
express myself while also serving as a reminder. A reminder not to 
make the same mistake. To try something new. To stop being a clown.
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Name: Tushar Sharma

Country/City: India/Haridwar

Title: LOVE

Category: Drawing

Description: à¤¹à¥€à¤° à¤¸à¥‡ 
à¤°à¤¾à¤¨à¥�à¤�à¥‡ à¤•à¥‹ 
à¤ªà¥•à¤¯à¤¾à¤°
à¤¨à¤¹à¥€à¤‚ à¤¹à¥‹à¤¨à¥‡ 
à¤¦à¥‡à¤¤à¥€ 
à¤œà¤¾à¤²à¤¿à¤® à¤¯à¥‡ 
à¤œà¥•à¤²à¥•à¤«à¥‡ 
à¤¤à¥•à¤®à¥•à¤¹à¤¾à¤°à¥€ 
à¤†à¤‚à¤–à¥‹ à¤¸à¥‡ 
à¤†à¤‚à¤–à¥‹ à¤•à¤¾ 
à¤‡à¤•à¤°à¤¾à¤°
à¤¨à¤¹à¥€à¤‚ à¤¹à¥‹à¤¨à¥‡ 
à¤¦à¥‡à¤¤à¥€
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Name: Dorothie Buragohain

Country/City: India

Title: Family

Category: Drawing

Description: My friend wanted me to put their family 
picture in a frame. The picture depicts 
that their life is fulfilled then the little one 
joined them.
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Name: Gabby L'Abbate

Country/City: USA

Title: Snake bites 

Category: Drawing

Description: I have struggled with this vision throughout my life, and it 
becomes more vivid when I realize the people I hold 
closest are snakes. 
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Name: Geann Stace

Country/City: Philippines

Title: Powerful Quote!

Category: Drawing

Description: This artwork is all about social media. As you can see, a 
quote written in Filipino language. As the background 
shows different types of social media apps like Facebook, 
Instagram, Email and etc. This artwork shows how big is 
the social media affects our society today. Nowadays, 
these apps and reactions easily judge people about them,
which is not appropriate and necessary because of criticism 
and discriminations. "Isang tulo NG tubig, labis Ang bukambibig" 
translated to, "One drop of water, several comments 
and reactions are shown."
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Name: Angelica  Welch

Country/City: United States/St.Marys

Title: Lady Awaiting 

Category: Drawing

Description: I had the word ghost and as a prompt and
came up with this. From the start I was
thinking of making someone with really long
hair because I thought of someone who was
mysterious and dark which fitted the scene I
wanted to make.
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Name: Smita Kadam

Country/City: Santa Clara

Title: stay home and keep yourself 
busy

Category: Drawing

Description: My art is an imaginary picture of 
creative minds spending quality 
time from their home while 
COVID-19 pandemic is on. I hope 
my art will motivate viewers of 
this online contest.
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Name: Alina Ahmed

Country/City: Pakistan/Lahore

Title: Lets break the chain of covoid 19

Category: Drawing

Description: This art work is created to engage people
in staying at home be safe and about the
preventive measures and quarantine
activities.
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Name: 
Payal
Barnwal

Drawing
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Name: Bijjoyini  Ghosh

Country/City: India, Kolkata 

Title: Rhythm can change the world.

Category: Drawing

Description: Music can change the world.
#peace of mind.
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Name: Subhojit  Panda

Country/City: India/Bhubaneswar

Title: The view around me during my coffee ritual. 

Category: Drawing

Description: I always look forward to my coffee ritual in the evening 
when I am surrounded by things I love spending my time 
with like music, TV, books, etc. In my artwork, I have 
depicted the view around me while I am having my 
coffee at home. 
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Name: Terence  Perry

Country/City: South Africa

Title: Pointillism ball point pen 
drawing of a rock rose from 
a flower pot in the garden.  

Category: Drawing

Description: I like to draw with pen, 
mainly ball point.  I normally 
draw African wild life.  But 
have chosen the flowers in 
the garden because I'm at 
home.  I draw on A4 sketch 
pad paper. 
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Name: Nandlal Ahi
Country/City: New Delhi
Title: Corona fight, Go Corona go
Category: Drawing
Description: Biography

Art, Is a medium to express anyone's feelings and I have chosen to 
be an
artist because everyone has abilities and creativity.
If we simply draw the lines on blank paper, definitely it will form a 
meaningful
picture which Is my passion at present.
, Nandalal Ahi, a painting artist had started my drawing creativity 
when I was
studying in 8th Standard.
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Name: Nishtha Gupta

Country/City: India

Title: Marker art

Category: Drawing

Description: I am a 14 year old , who loves 
to creative colourful art piece
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Name: Giulia Ferrarese

Country/City: Milano

Title: La Giraffa Ninfica

Category: Drawing

Description: I made a series of drawings with the theme Ninfici Objects, Ninfici
Flowers, Ninfici Animals.
Ninfico means that it concerns the Nymphs, in their life, places and 
habits and in their essence.
I imagined objects and flowers and animals that had closer contact with 
the Nymphs or that represented their incarnation.
To better define this world of demigods.
In addition, the paper on which it was made is handmade paper made by 
me with glitter and recycled paper.
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Name: Shubham Gangan

Country/City: Mumbai

Title: Lord Vitthal Creative poster

Category: Drawing

Description: I had an idea about drawing Lord 
Shri Vitthal but also wanted to 
depict Shri Saint Tukaram with him 
in the artwork. Drew various 
concept pieces and finally made 
this one where Tukaram is depicted 
as something in the forefront of 
Lord Vithhal gaining focus along 
with Vitthal. While Lord Vitthal
being in background with large aura 
in the most aesthetically pleasing 
way.
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Name: R.P.Krish Perumal

Country/City: India/Tamilnadu/Coimbatore

Category: Drawing

Description: Corona awareness 
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Name: Mahrukh  Shabir

Country/City: Pakistan,Lahore 

Title: Lost in lines

Category: Drawing

Description: It's about my childhood when I love to lost in color, where my 
joy is found in art. I always want to steal an interval of time and 
want to go back to get that moment again. I lost in color and 
find my wonderland were no worries about anything around 
any circumstances. Just me with my little kinder land and brush 
that being my thoughts on canvas to show my World in the form 
of creativity. 
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Name: Dpaulinos Silva

Country/City: Itanhaém 

Title: Its Time 

Category: Drawing

Description: In simple things this is the enchantment of life.
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Name: Manpreet Kaur

Country/City: India/Mohali

Category: Drawing
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Name: Sujuki Mandal

Country/City: India

Title: Some special moment never 
forget.

Category: Drawing

Description: It's time to stay at home. During  
lockdown period we are spending 
more time with our family 
members. Some special moment 
never forget. 
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Name: Suraj  Prajapati

Country/City: India/ Ranchi

Title: Old man

Category: Drawing

Description: Old man
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Name: Vandana  Nema

Country/City: Sagar

Title: Wax art

Category: Drawing/Paint  -
Photography  -
Creative Art

Description: During lock down i
have click from my 
hoam.

Name: Vandana  Nema

Country/City: Sagar

Title: Wax art

Category: Drawing

Description: During lock down I 
have click from my 
hoam.
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